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Abstract
Understanding research ethics for open online
community data is an ongoing challenge. As part of a
larger initiative to prototype a “data factory” for open
online community data, our team is investigating
research ethics challenges researchers experience when
collecting, managing, and analyzing this type of data.
Our case study will present initial analysis of interviews
with researchers engaged with open online community
data. These interviews will focus on ethical challenges
they have faced, open ethical questions, and what
resources might help future researchers meet ethical
challenges.
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Introduction
Open online communities (OOC) have emerged as
significant drivers of innovation, economic activity, and
social well-being. OOCs are networking and
collaboration phenomena that facilitate the collective
construction of tangible or intangible products using

flexible, distributed, and non-hierarchical forms of
organization. OOCs play important roles in a wide
variety of areas, including software development,
knowledge management, education, health, and
scientific discovery.
Scholars and practitioners from different disciplines
(e.g. computer science, sociology, mathematics,
economics, physics, anthropology, organization science,
and communications) engage in OOC research. For
example, management scholars in free and open source
software (FOSS) focus on developing theories of
collaboration on these projects drawn from rich,
qualitative methods [5], while software engineering
scholars address developer coordination tools and
specific issues of how to make sense of electronic trace
data through software repository mining [3, 12]. HCI
scholars in FOSS are particularly focused on how tools
might be designed to support different modes of
collaboration [4].

Building an Online Data Factory
Building a community of scholars who address
differences in research aims, data and method will
enable a new, interdisciplinary synthesis of OOC
knowledge. To meet this challenge, we are building an
Open Collaboration Data Factory. The Data Factory will
include a common set of easily accessible and replicable
research datasets and processes that support research
addressing the design and theoretical challenges raised
by diverse multi-community OOC systems. The Data
Factory will also develop ethical and privacy guidelines
for processing OOC data as an integral part of its
mission and deliverables.

Research Ethics for OOCs
Open online community data presents a range of
challenges to traditional research ethics. Traditional
U.S. research ethics as compiled by the Belmont Report
focus on respect for persons, beneficence, and justice
[8]. OOC data demands that we rethink or reinterpret
the traditional ways each of these principles has been
represented in U.S-based research.
In the U.S., respect for persons has most widely been
interpreted as a mandate for collecting informed
consent from participants. Informed consent is
challenged by OOC data, however. The data is often
nominally public, and collecting informed consent may
be difficult or impossible. And in many cases, the public
nature of the data makes it unnecessary. But if we
interpret respect for persons broadly, we must consider
that much of this data documents work processes and
practices that would have demanded informed consent
for data collection in other settings. Contributors to
OOC forums may have no idea such data could be
harvested by researchers. For example, researchers
who investigate sensitive issues such as values or
political conflicts have struggled with whether informed
consent was necessary [6, 13].
Beneficence is the second Belmont principle challenged
by OOC research. Generally understood as assessment
of risks and benefits of the research, it is a principle
that guides researchers to think through possible
negative consequences of their work. While much OOC
research in management or HCI may have few risks,
research in domains such as health care may have
more concern about risks to subjects. And researchers
may be challenged to think about the scope and extent
of risk in OOC research. Are there unintended

consequences of such research, as there have been in
other domains (such as Facebook research [14])? One
large issue around risk in OOC datasets focuses on
anonymity. Preserving anonymity for OOC participants
may be a difficult challenge. Reidentification risks
abound in big datasets [7, 9], and further investigation
of OOC data is needed to determine when and how
reidentification risks reside in OOC data.
OOC researchers must also consider whether their
research presents a risk not just to individuals, but to
the entire community they study. OOC research may
also pose a risk to groups and communities. While
anonymizing individual-level data may protect
individuals from additional scrutiny and exposure,
groups and communities are identifying and
highlighted. Future attention (or even the current
study) may damage the community and potentially
deprive involved individuals of an important source of
identity and support.
Finally, justice has widely been interpreted as attention
to the selection of subjects. We argue that this is an
under-investigated area in OOC research. OOC subjects
are largely self-selecting. While they may not be likely
to include protected populations such as prisoners and
children, it might be difficult to tell if participants from
such populations (especially children) are included. And
from a social justice perspective, OOC participants are
generally more affluent and educated than the general
population [2, 10]. Reflection is needed about whether
this narrow scope generates justice issues.
All of these challenges reside around a fundamental set
of questions about whether OOC data is somehow
different from existing human subjects datasets, or

whether we can draw helpful analogies between this
sort of data and more familiar sets of data. Is there
something unique about the nature of work [5], the
nature of participants [10], or even, as some have
suggested, the virtues of participants [1]?

Methods
We will use snowball sampling and citation chaining to
find researchers experienced with human subjects
issues in OOC research. The interview protocol focuses
on how researchers discover and resolve ethical
challenges in their work. Interviews will be transcribed
and coded using iterative coding by the research team.
We expect that areas of focus will include work
practices or institutional forces that led to discovery of
ethical challenges [11], real-world processes for
resolving those challenges, and open questions for the
research ethics community.

Results
Findings from this research will be used to support the
development of resources for navigating research ethics
in OOC investigations. These resources, which might
include language for consent forms or IRB applications;
flow charts for considering ethical challenges and
consequences of data collection, processing, and
storage methods; or compilations of best practices from
across the community; will be an integral part of the
Data Factory for ease of use by the research
community.
We will present preliminary results at the Ethics for
Studying Sociotechnical Systems in a Big Data World
workshop. We also hope to use the workshop setting to
refine our approaches, ideas, and potential outcomes

with the community of research ethics scholars this
event will attract.
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